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Cleansing, Activating and Programming Crystals 
 
Crystals pick up vibrations from everyone who handles them and they absorb negative energies 
from their environment. Therefore, if you do not cleanse your crystals you will pick up bad vibes 
and will not feel the benefits that a purified crystal can bring you. and will not feel the benefits that a purified crystal can bring you. 
You also have to ask a crystal to work for you and to attune it to your energy frequency. 
 

Cleansing crystals 
You can cleanse and recharge most crystals by holding them under running water for a few minutes, 
dry them off and place them in the sun for a few hours. A whole night in the full moon works even 
better. If there is no sun available, visualise bright white light radiating down onto the crystals. 

It is best to cleanse fragile or layered crystals by placing them in brown rice overnight.  They also 
can be laid on a large Clear Quartz cluster or on a Carnelian. 

Always cleanse your crystals before and after you use them for healing. 

Be aware that crystals that are worn or kept in your environment absorb negative energies and need 
regular cleansing. 
 

Activating crystals Activating crystals 
 Close your eyes and concentrate on the crystals. See them surrounded by bright white light. 

 Ask that they be attuned to your own unique frequency and that they be activated to act for 
your highest good. 
You can say out loud: “I dedicate this crystal to the highest good of all. May it be used in Light 
and Love”. 

 Ask for the crystals to be blessed by the highest energies in the universe and for them to be 
dedicated to your own self-healing and the healing of the environment around you. 

 

Programming crystals (optional) 
 Hold your crystal and let yourself be open to higher guidance. 

 Consider the purpose for which you wish to use it. Be specific. 
Ex. If you want it to attract love, describe exactly what kind of love you are looking for. Ex. If you want it to attract love, describe exactly what kind of love you are looking for. 
Ex. If you are seeking healing, say precisely for which condition and what you want to happen. 

 When you have formulated (it sometimes helps to write it down) your program, attune to your 
crystal. Ensure that this is exactly the right crystal for the purpose. 

 When you are totally in tune, say out loud: “I program this crystal for [ your purpose ] ”. 

 Now place the crystal in a place where you will see it frequently or keep it in your pocket. 
Note: Cleansing will remove the program, so you need to re-program the crystal afterwards 
again. 
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Crystals and Feng Shui  
 

Having crystals in the home enhances the energies and lightens the home.  Disp lay bowls of crystals 
in the living room for vibrant and sparkling energy.  

  

Clear quartz  enhances clarity in communication.  It is supposed to be placed near the front door 
and ensures the energy entering the home is calm and soothing. Or pop it in the wes t Feng Shui  area 
of your home if you're after some 'calming energy'. It also seems to help soothe hyperactive 
children and it is commonly placed in their rooms.  

 

Place a bowl of Rose quartz  in the bedroom to provide healing energy for the heart and to 
encourage a stronger flow of love and intimacy.  

Crystal  cluster s  are great  by your computer to absorb the electrical energy if gives off.  

 

Place a few pieces of Aventurine and Citrine  in your w ealth sector to attract money.  

Place large crystals in the west or east  sector of your home.  

 

Feng Shui crystal functions by colors  

The function of Feng Shui crystals is usually categorized by colors.  

For enhancing wealth luck, use yellow or green color  crystals.  

For good health, display or carry clear quartz, green or brown crystals.  

For wisdom and intelligence, use clear, white, purple, or blue crystals.  

For love and relationship, use pink or purple crystals.  For love and relationship, use pink or purple crystals.  

To absorb negative energy, black color is t he most powerful such as black obsidian.  

If you just want to increase general good luck, you can combine the 5 element colors or the 7 chakra 

colors together. Maybe as a crystal tree or a bracelet.  
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